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ABSTRACT
The FAS phonemic fluency test is a commonly used neuropsychological test of executive function
and processing speed. Although Norwegian discrete norms have been developed for the FAS test,
American regression-based norms are frequently used by clinicians in Norway.
However, language and cultural differences impact performance on the FAS test, and using for-
eign norms may not be appropriate. Moreover, while discrete norming relies on stratified sub-
groups of demographics, regression-based norming uses the entire sample to estimate the
influence of demographics on performance and may thus improve normative estimates. Here we
develop regression-based norms for the FAS phonemic fluency test based on n¼ 204 healthy
Norwegian controls between the ages 40�84 from the Norwegian Dementia Disease Initiation
cohort (DDI). We compare the proposed regression norms to published Norwegian discrete norms
and American regression-based norms in an independent sample of n¼ 182 cognitively healthy
adults reporting subjective cognitive decline (SCD). We found that years of education was the
only significant predictor of FAS performance in our normative sample, accounting for 14.9% of
the variance. Both the proposed regression-based norms and previously published discrete norms
adequately adjusted for demographics in the independent sample. In contrast, the American
norms underestimated the effect of education and overestimated the effect of age. While both
the proposed Norwegian regression norms and the previously published discrete norms are suit-
able for use in Norway, the proposed regression norms may be less vulnerable to sub-stratification
sample characteristics posed by discrete norming procedures, and thereby improve norma-
tive estimation.
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Introduction

The FAS phonemic fluency test was originally developed by
Spreen and Benton (1969) as part of the Neurosensory
Center Comprehensive Examination for Aphasia. The test is
a measure of phonemic verbal fluency and requires patients
to name as many words as possible starting with F, A and S
in 60 seconds, respectively. Benton later revised the FAS
phonemic fluency test, and included it in the Multilingual
Aphasia Examination under a new name: Controlled Word
Order Association Test (COWAT) (Benton & Hamsher,
1989). Phonemic fluency tests require patients to retrieve
relevant words from memory, while inhibiting all words that
do not fulfill the phonemic task demands. Test performance
has been linked to executive control in the left frontal lobe

(Robinson et al., 2012), and brain imaging studies have
shown that individuals with frontal lobe lesions have corre-
sponding deficits on phonemic fluency tasks (Baldo et al.,
2006; Robinson et al., 2012). The FAS phonemic fluency test
is often used in neuropsychological assessments, as impaired
phonemic fluency is commonly seen in Alzheimer’s demen-
tia, frontotemporal dementia, mild cognitive impairment
(Nutter-Upham et al., 2008), Parkinson’s disease (Dadgar
et al., 2013), aphasia (Basso et al., 1997) and other brain dis-
orders (Henry & Crawford, 2004). The FAS phonemic flu-
ency test also aids differentiation of Alzheimer’s Dementia
and frontotemporal dementia (Perri et al., 2005), and is a
valuable tool in clinical assessments, as well as in research.

Neuropsychological test norms allow us to compare indi-
vidual patient performance to the expected normative
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performance in the population, while controlling for relevant
demographic factors. Previous research show that perform-
ance on phonemic fluency tests is positively associated with
years of education (Machado et al., 2009; Tallberg et al.,
2008; Tombaugh et al., 1999). While some report that
increasing age is related to worse performance on the FAS
phonemic fluency test (Egeland et al., 2006; Loonstra et al.,
2001), others do not (Bolla et al., 1990).

Several sets of norms have been published for the FAS
phonemic fluency test (Heaton et al., 2004; Loonstra et al.,
2001; Machado et al., 2009; Tombaugh et al., 1999).
However, the majority are based on English-speaking sam-
ples. In Norway there is a long-standing practice of using
English-based norms for the FAS phonemic fluency test, rea-
soning that such norms would prove appropriate due to cul-
tural similarities. However, these norms may be less
appropriate in a Norwegian sample. Indeed, we have
recently shown that education affects performance on neuro-
psychological tests, such as the Trail Making Test, differently
in a Norwegian sample compared to a US sample (Espenes
et al., 2020), possibly owing to differences in schooling
opportunities and cultural differences. Moreover, first letter
word frequencies (i.e. FAS) may vary both within and
between languages (Berkowitz & Donnerstein, 1982;
Steenhuis & Ostbye, 1995; Vogel et al., 2020). This is also
exemplified by phonemic fluency versions using CFL instead
of FAS. The lower first letter frequencies compared to FAS
make the CFL version more difficult, and participants name
fewer words (Barry et al., 2008). Studies of FAS performance
in English-speaking and French-speaking Canadians have
shown different FAS phonemic fluency scores between lan-
guage groups, even when adjusting for education (Steenhuis
& Ostbye, 1995; Tuokko et al., 1995). A comparison of com-
monly used words in English and Norwegian showed that
first letter frequencies differ. Norwegian has a larger per-
centage of words starting with F (8.8%) and S (13.4%), and
fewer words starting with A (4.8%) compared to English
(F¼ 4.7%, S¼ 12%, A¼ 6.7%) (Kilgarriff et al., 2014). Thus,
using phonemic fluency test norms developed in a foreign
language may be inappropriate.

To our knowledge, only one previous study has presented
norms for the FAS phonemic fluency test based on a
Norwegian sample (Egeland et al., 2006). However, this
study made use of a conventional discrete norming proced-
ure (i.e. the norms rely on stratified reference groups for
comparison). While easy to use, conventional discrete norms
require large sample sizes for accurate normative estimations
(Oosterhuis et al., 2016). Moreover, the arbitrary grouping
of continuous variables into stratified normative reference
groups (e.g. age or education bands) may lead to a signifi-
cant rise or fall in normed scores when moving from one
stratum to the next. While this can be solved by creating
more stratification groups, additional groupings require
larger sample sizes (Oosterhuis et al., 2016). A popular alter-
native is to make use of regression-based norming proce-
dures (Duff & Ramezani, 2015; Kirsebom et al., 2019; Testa
et al., 2009; Van der Elst et al., 2006) that estimate linear or
non-linear effects of demographics on test scores without

the use of stratified reference groups. This approach is more
efficient, as it uses the entire sample for normative estima-
tion, and requires between 2.5 and 5.5 times smaller sample
sizes than discrete norming procedures (Oosterhuis et al.,
2016). Moreover, previous normative studies have used
regression-based norming to create norms for the FAS
phonemic fluency test (Cavaco et al., 2013; Heaton et al.,
2004; Rodr�ıguez-Lorenzana et al., 2020; Vicente et al., 2021;
Vogel et al., 2020).

The aim of this study is to develop new regression-based
test norms for the FAS phonemic fluency test for ages
40�84 years based on a Norwegian sample of healthy adults,
and assess if local regression-based norms perform better in
an independent Norwegian sample than the commonly
applied American regression-based norms by Heaton et al.
(2004) and the published Norwegian discrete norms
(Egeland et al., 2006). We hypothesize that (1), in a
Norwegian sample, both previously published discrete norms
and the proposed regression-based norms will be more
appropriate than American regression-based norms. (2), that
the proposed regression-based norms will show benefits in
terms of improved normative estimation over previously
published discrete norms. We compare the norms in an
independent sample of cognitively healthy Norwegians who
experience subjective cognitive decline, and discuss pertinent
advantages of using local norms. Finally, we discuss the ben-
efits of the regression-based norming procedure compared
to discrete norming. As calculations of regression-based
norms are more difficult than conventional discrete norms,
we provide a free online normative calculator for ease
of use.

Methods and materials

Participants

The present study is a part of the Dementia Disease
Initiation (DDI), a multi-center study focused on research
and early detection of dementia and other neurodegenerative
diseases. Data in the DDI study were collected in collabor-
ation with university hospitals in all health regions in
Norway and is conducted at the following sites: Akershus
University Hospital; St. Olav’s Hospital, Trondheim
University Hospital; Stavanger University Hospital;
Haugesund hospital; Betanien hospital; and UNN The
University Hospital of North Norway. Participants were
recruited between 2013 and 2020. Criteria for inclusion in
the DDI study were ages from 40 to 80þ years and a native
language of Swedish, Danish, or Norwegian. However, only
native Norwegian speakers were included in the present
study. Exclusion criteria were brain trauma or disorder,
including clinical stroke, dementia, severe psychiatric dis-
order, severe somatic disease that might influence cognitive
functions, intellectual disability, or other developmental dis-
orders. All participants were assessed with a clinical inter-
view and standardized clinical assessment following a case
report form (CRF), neuropsychological testing, neurological
examination, blood samples, and a majority also agreed to a
lumbar puncture. The neuropsychological test battery
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included the FAS phonemic fluency test (Benton & Hamsher,
1989), the Visual Object and Space Perception Battery (VOSP)
silhouettes test (Warrington & James, 1991), Trail making
tests (TMT) A & B (Reitan & Wolfson, 1985), and the
CERAD word list memory test (Fillenbaum et al., 2008).
Neuropsychological testing was performed by licensed psy-
chologists or study nurses, or by psychologists-in-training
under the supervision of a licensed psychologist. Symptom of
SCD or diagnosis of MCI were determined according to pub-
lished criteria (Albert et al., 2011; Jessen et al., 2014). As both
require the experience of subjective cognitive impairment or
decline, SCD versus MCI was determined by normal or
impaired cognition based on results �1.5 standard deviation
above or below the normative mean on CERAD delayed
memory recall (Kirsebom et al., 2019), TMT-B (Espenes et al.,
2020), FAS phonemic fluency test (Heaton et al., 2004) and
the VOSP silhouettes test (Warrington & James, 1991).

For the purposes of the current study, all participants diag-
nosed with MCI were excluded and only healthy controls
(n¼ 204) and SCD participants (n¼ 182) were included. The
healthy controls were primarily recruited from spouses of
symptomatic patients included in DDI, and secondarily from
volunteers responding to advertisements in media or news
bulletins. All healthy controls fulfilled the general inclusion
criteria, did not report symptoms of SCD, and were classified
as healthy controls by medical professionals following the
aforementioned standardized clinical evaluations. The healthy
control sample was used for development of the regression-
norms. The SCD participants were primarily recruited through
clinical referrals to memory clinics and secondarily through
advertisements in media. While reporting symptoms of cogni-
tive decline, these participants were deemed cognitively
healthy (i.e. performed within the normal range on neuro-
psychological tests) and where thus included as an independ-
ent sample for the purpose of norm validation. While both
healthy controls and SCD participants completed the entire
battery of neuropsychological tests as a part of the standar-
dized clinical evaluation in DDI, only results from the FAS
phonemic fluency test were used in the development and val-
idation of the new test norms. For more detailed information
regarding the clinical assessment and other procedures, see
Fladby et al. (2017).

Between samples comparisons of demographics and
FAS performance

A study by Oosterhuis et al. (2016) showed that a sample
size of between 100 and 500 participants for regression-

based norms should provide similar precision as sample
sizes of between 3000 and 4000 using a discrete norming
procedure. The normative sample used for developing FAS
phonemic fluency norms in the current study comprised
n¼ 204 healthy controls and should thus be adequate for
regression-based norming. Our sample size is also similar to
previous normative studies using regression-based norming
(Kirsebom et al., 2019; Vogel et al., 2020). Participant data
in the normative sample included age, sex, years of educa-
tion and FAS total scores. Of 204 participants, 196 also had
the separate F, A and S letter scores.

All participants in the SCD (n¼ 182) sample included
information about age, sex, years of education, FAS total
score and the separate F, A, and S letter scores. The SCD
sample was used to validate the demographic adjustment of
the proposed norms, and to compare the new norms to the
previously published Norwegian and American norms. To
ensure that the SCD sample was an adequate comparison to
the healthy control sample, we performed summary inde-
pendent t-tests comparing demographics and FAS raw test
scores. This analysis showed no significant differences in
age, years of education and raw test scores between the two
samples (Table 1). Thus, we concluded that the SCD sample
is appropriate to use as an independent sample for
norm validation.

Ethics

The DDI study was approved from 2013 until 2025 by the
Regional Committees for Medical and Health Research
Ethics. The study has been conducted in compliance with
the Helsinki declaration of 1964 and the Norwegian Health
Research Act of 2009. All participants were informed of
their right to withdraw at any time, and of potential risks
and rewards. All participants signed written informed con-
sent forms confirming their participation.

Testing procedure

Participants were instructed to name as many words as pos-
sible starting with the letters F, A and S. Each letter trial
lasted 60 seconds. Names of people and places, numbers, as
well as alternative versions of the same word, e.g. string and
strings, were excluded.

Table 1. Comparisons of demographics and FAS performance between the healthy controls and participants with subjective cognitive decline (SCD).

Normative sample of healthy controls Independent sample of SCD Summary independent t-tests
Variables M (SD) [range] M (SD) [range] T(p)

N 204 182
Age 62.8 (9.3) [40–84] 63.2 (8.9) [41–83] 0.43 (n.s.)
% Female 59.3% 52.7% a

Years of education 14.0 (3.3) [8–23] 13.5 (3.0) [8–21] 1.55 (n.s.)
FAS total 41.4 (11.0) [13–70] 41.7 (11.0) [21–48] 0.27 (n.s.)
Letter F 14.2 (4.5) [4–26]n¼196 14.5 (4.5) [5–29] 0.65 (n.s.)
Letter A 10.8 (3.7) [1–20]n¼196 10.8 (2.7) [3–21] 0.0 (n.s.)
Letter S 16.3 (4.7) [5–29]n¼196 16.3 (4.5) [6–28] 0.0 (n.s.)

Note. M: mean; N: number of participants; SD: standard deviation; T: t-test statistic; p: p-value; ano statistical test performed.
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Statistical analysis

Regression norming procedure
The regression-based norms were developed following pro-
cedures described in previously published literature (Espenes
et al., 2020; Kirsebom et al., 2019; Testa et al., 2009; Van
der Elst et al., 2006). For the present project, preliminary
analyses showed that the FAS raw test scores followed nor-
mal distributions, thus normal transformation procedures
were not required. To ensure that assumptions for regres-
sion analyses were met, we examined the normality of resid-
uals visually through Q–Q plots. Outliers were screened by
visually examining plots of Cook’s Distance values and
standardized residuals. One outlier was identified and
excluded from the analyses. The assumption of homoscedas-
ticity was ensured by visually inspecting plots of residual
and predicted values. In preliminary analyses we also
assessed linear relationships between FAS performance and
the demographic predictors years of education, age and sex
in separate simple regression models.

Next, hierarchical regression models for letters F, A, S
and FAS total were fitted by entering demographic variables
and squared terms (years of education, years of education2,
age, age2 and sex) into the regression analyses by order of
assumed importance. Assumed importance was decided by
following results from published normative studies on the
FAS phonemic fluency test (Bolla et al., 1990; Egeland et al.,
2006; Heaton et al., 2004; Tallberg et al., 2008; Tombaugh
et al., 1999; Vogel et al., 2020). Since most studies find
prominent effects of years of education (Heaton et al., 2004;
Tallberg et al., 2008; Tombaugh et al., 1999; Vogel et al.,
2020), this variable was entered first, followed by years of
education2, age, age2 and sex. The final regression model
comprised all significant predictors, which were then used
to calculate normative performance.

Calculating normative performance
Demographically adjusted predicted scores can be calculated
using the regression coefficients from the final normative
regression model and the following formula: [intercept þ
(demographic variable�regression coefficient)]. This formula
produces demographically adjusted predicted raw scores. To
calculate demographically adjusted standardized z-scores we
subtract the predicted raw score from the observed raw
score and divide by the standard deviation of the residuals
[z-score ¼ (observed raw score – predicted raw score)/
residual SD]. The resulting z-score may be converted to a T-
score (M¼ 10, SD¼ 50) using the following formula:
z-score�10þ 50.

Evaluating the demographic adjustment of the new norms
in the independent SCD sample
Following the method described in the section above, we
calculated demographically adjusted T-scores using the pro-
posed regression-based norms, the Norwegian discrete
norms by Egeland et al. (2006) and the American regres-
sion-based norms by Heaton et al. (2004) in the

independent sample of SCD participants. Neither Heaton
et al. (2004) nor Egeland et al. (2006) report scores for the
separate letter trials. Thus, only the FAS total T-scores are
compared. While the discrete norms by Egeland et al. (2006)
adjust for years of education only, the regression-based
norms by Heaton et al. (2004) adjust for both years of edu-
cation and age. To investigate if the norms adequately adjust
for demographic factors, multiple regression analyses were
performed with the respective T-scores as the dependent
variable and demographics (years of education, age, and sex)
as independent variables. If results show significant associa-
tions between demographics and T-scores, we can assume
that the norms do not adequately adjust for demographics,
conversely a non-significant result will indicate adequate
adjustment for demographics.

Comparing the new regression-based norms to previously
published norms
To further evaluate the performance of the norms, T-scores
derived from the Egeland et al. (2006) norms and the
Heaton et al. (2004) norms were compared to the proposed
regression norms using paired samples t-tests. Moreover, as
Heaton et al. (2004) report significant normative influence
of both education and age, paired samples t-tests were also
carried out between groups of high and low education split
by high and low age. Groups were based on the median
years of education (�13 and �14 years) and median age
(�63 and �64 years) in the normative sample.

Norm calculator

In order to make the proposed norms accessible for clini-
cians and researchers, we have developed a pure HTML5/
Javascript web-based norm calculator. The web application
is self-contained, with minimal external dependencies for
interface styling and internal computations. The result is a
simple Graphical User Interface that allows inputting
patients’ FAS total raw score and years of education to
obtain demographically adjusted T-scores for each item. The
calculator truncates the normative estimates to 3 SDs
around the mean (i.e. T scores between 20 and 80). This
was done for two reasons: (1) estimates beyond these limits
cannot be estimated with sufficient precision and (2) it
avoids unrealistic T-scores being produced by the regression
coefficients if the user mistakenly inputs wrongful raw
scores. The calculator is released as Open Source under
Apache License 2.0 at https://github.com/DDI-NO/cowat-
calc. and available at https://uit.no/ressurs/uit/cerad/cowat-
calc.html

Results

The effect of demographic variables on FAS phonemic
fluency scores

In the preliminary simple regression analyses, years of edu-
cation was associated with increased performance on FAS
total (F(1, 202)¼35.3, b¼ 0.386, p< 0.001), and letters F
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(F(1, 194)¼ 29.5, b¼ 0.363, p< 0.001), A (F(1, 194)¼ 20.2,
b¼ 0.307, p< 0.001) and S (F(1, 194)¼ 18.6, b¼ 0.296,
p< 0.001). No significant associations between FAS per-
formance, nor separate letter trials for neither age nor sex
were demonstrated.

The hierarchical regression analyses showed that years of
education was significantly associated FAS performance, and
accounted for 14.9% of the variance on FAS total scores.
However, when F, A and S were assessed separately, educa-
tion accounted for 13.2% on F, whereas on A and S educa-
tion only accounted for 8.9% and 8.8% of the variance. The
letter S score was also significantly associated with years of
education2. However, the squared term was not significantly
associated with the FAS total, letter F or letter A scores. To
avoid overfitting, we used the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) to evaluate the models with and without the
squared term. According to the BIC the model with years of
education as the only predictor yielded a slightly better fit
compared to the model including the squared term. Thus,
we decided to exclude years of education2 from the final
model. Age, age2 and sex were not associated with FAS per-
formance in any of the regression models. The final norma-
tive regression model and coefficients are reported in
Table 2.

Evaluation of demographic adjustment in the
independent SCD sample

Multiple regression analyses showed that the new regres-
sion-based norms adequately adjusted for demographics on
F (F(3, 178)¼ 0.961, p¼ 0.413), A (F(3, 178)¼ 0.319,
p¼ 0.811), S (F(3, 178)¼ 1.266, p¼ 0.288) and the FAS total
score (F(3, 178)¼ 0.783, p¼ 0.505) in the independent SCD
sample. The norms by Egeland et al. (2006) adequately
adjusted for demographics on the FAS total score in the
SCD sample (F(3, 178)¼ 0.974, p¼ 0.406)). In contrast, the
norms by Heaton et al. (2004) showed a significant effect of
both education (b¼ 0.215, partial r2¼ 0.045, p< 0.01)) and
age (b¼ 0.184, partial r2¼ 0.033, p< 0.05). The demograph-
ically adjusted T-scores showed a positive relationship with
age and education, where both higher age and longer educa-
tion were associated with higher T-scores. This indicates
that the norms by Heaton et al. (2004) did not adequately
adjust for demographic factors in the SCD sample (adjusted
r2¼ 0.053, F(2,179)¼ 6.089. p< 0.01).

Comparisons of proposed norms to previously
published norms

Descriptive statistics and within-group comparisons are
shown in Table 3. Within-group differences in T-score esti-
mations for the different norms are illustrated in Figure 1.
When analyzing the entire sample, paired sample t-tests
showed slightly, albeit statistically significant lower mean T-
scores using the Norwegian Egeland et al. (2006) norms
compared to the proposed regression norms (Mdiff¼ 2.82,
p< 0.001). In contrast, overall mean T-scores using Heaton
et al. (2004) norms were similar to the new regression-based

norms. When comparing norms by age and educational
groups, the Egeland et al. (2006) norms showed significantly
lower means compared to the new norms in all groups.
However, the largest mean difference was shown in younger
participants with higher education (Mdiff¼ 0.35, p< 0.001).
In contrast, the T-scores produced with Heaton et al. (2004)
norms were significantly lower in younger participants with
lower education (Mdiff¼ 1.53, p< 0.001) and higher in older
participants with higher education (Mdiff¼�1.92, p< 0.001).

Discussion

In this study we propose demographically adjusted FAS
phonemic fluency norms based on a sample of Norwegian
adults between the ages of 40 and 84. We compared the
new regression based norms to previously published
Norwegian and American norms (Egeland et al., 2006;
Heaton et al., 2004). We found that years of education was
the only demographic variable associated with increased
FAS total score, accounting for 14.9% of the variance. This
is in line with previous normative studies demonstrating sig-
nificant associations between years of education and per-
formance on the FAS phonemic fluency test across different
countries (Egeland et al., 2006; Machado et al., 2009;
Olabarrieta-Landa et al., 2015; Tallberg et al., 2008; Vogel
et al., 2020). Interestingly, normative studies of FAS phon-
emic fluency from Sweden (Tallberg et al., 2008) and
Denmark (Vogel et al., 2020) report similar effects of educa-
tion on test performance as the present study (approxi-
mately 13%), which might be explained by similarities in
culture, language and educational opportunities between
Scandinavian countries. As demonstrated, both the new
regression-based norms as well as the previously published
discrete Norwegian norms (Egeland et al. (2006) adequately
adjusted for demographics in our independent SCD sample.
In contrast, the American Heaton et al. (2004) norms were
shown to inaccurately adjust for the normative effects of
both age and education when applied to a Norwegian sam-
ple. This is not surprising since Heaton et al. (2004)
reported that education accounted for only 3% of the vari-
ance in scores in their sample, compared to roughly 13% in
Scandinavian normative studies (Tallberg et al., 2008; Vogel
et al., 2020). It is possible that the differences in

Table 2. Normative regression models for total FAS score and separate
letter trials.

Variable Predictor b SE b t p r2 SD residual

FAS total 10.123
Intercept 23.134 3.155 7.334 <.0001
Education 1.300 0.219 5.940 <.0001 0.149

Letter F 4.218
Intercept 7.018 1.352 5.192 <.0001
Education 0.509 0.094 5.431 <.0001 0.132

Letter A 3.512
Intercept 5.897 1.126 5.239 <.0001
Education 0.350 0.078 4.493 <.0001 0.089

Letter S 4.491
Intercept 10.253 1.439 7.125 <.0001
Education 0.430 0.100 4.315 <.0001 0.088

Note. b: unstandardized regression coefficient; SE: standard error; t: t-test stat-
istic; r2: R-squared; SD: standard deviation; p: p-value.
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demographic estimates may be caused by language or cul-
tural factors not accounted for in the analyses. As previously
mentioned, the English language contains more commonly
used words beginning with the letter A than the Norwegian
language (Kilgarriff et al., 2014). Low frequency words are
thought to be more difficult to retrieve from memory, which
could affect how many words participants produce (Barry
et al., 2008; Borkowski et al., 1967). This is illustrated by the
present study’s FAS letter scores, which correspond with the
relative frequencies of the specific letters in the Norwegian
language. Participants produce fewer words for the least fre-
quent letter (A), and more words for the highly frequent let-
ter S. Due to language differences many non-English studies
of phonemic fluency use other letters than F, A and S.
While highly frequent letters are often chosen, the relative
frequency of the different letter triads (e.g. PMK, PMR,
NAK) do not necessarily correspond to the frequency of F,
A and S in the English language (Cavaco et al., 2013;
Ghasemian-Shirvan et al., 2018; Lannoo & Vingerhoets,

1997). Using letters with higher or lower frequencies com-
pared to F, A and S might change the difficulty of the test,
and consequently affect the influence of demographics on
test scores. However, studies using other letter triads report
that years of education explain between 6% and 30% of the
variance (Cavaco et al., 2013; Ghasemian-Shirvan et al.,
2018; Kosmidis et al., 2004; Lannoo & Vingerhoets, 1997;
St-Hilaire et al., 2016). Similarly, studies using F, A and S
report that education accounts for 3–23% of the variance
(Heaton et al., 2004; Olabarrieta-Landa et al., 2015;
Tombaugh et al., 1999). As such, it appears that there is an
unclear relationship between letter frequency, test difficulty
and the effect of education on test scores. We were not able
to test if differences in test difficulty affect the influence of
demographics since Heaton et al. (2004) only report norms
for the FAS total score and not the separate letters.
Clinicians and researchers applying norms should be aware
that test difficulty and letter frequency may be possible sour-
ces of bias when employing phonemic fluency test norms

Figure 1. Bar plot of within-group differences in T-scores for the proposed norms (A), the norms by Heaton et al. (2004) (B), and norms by Egeland et al. (2006) (C).
The dashed line represents the expected normative mean (T¼ 50).

Table 3. Comparisons between normative estimates on FAS total T-scores in the independent SCD sample.

Samples Test norms M (SD) t df p Mdiff

95 % CI

Lower Upper

Entire sample New norms 50.9 (10)
Egeland (2006) 48.1 (9.6) 14.6 181 <0.001 2.82 2.44 3.20
Heaton (2004) 51.1 (9.2) �1.0 181 .305 �0.20 �0.58 0.18

Age �63 y
Education �13 y New norms 50.2 (8.8)

Egeland et al. (2006) 48.7 (8.7) 5.1 44 <0.001 1.65 0.94 2.18
Heaton et al. (2004) 48.7 (7.5) 4.8 44 <0.001 1.53 0.89 2.18

Education �14 y New norms 50.0 (9.5)
Egeland et al. (2006) 45.6 (8.8) 11.7 47 <0.001 4.35 3.60 5.10
Heaton et al. (2004) 50.4 (9.1) �1.4 47 0.182 �0.49 �1.21 0.24

Age �64 y
Education �13 y New norms 50.3 (11.4)

Egeland et al. (2006) 48.5 (11.1) 6.7 53 <0.001 1.83 1.28 2.38
Heaton et al. (2004) 50.6.5 (9.9) �0.8 53 0.421 �0.27 �0.95 0.40

Education �14 y New norms 54.0 (9.4)
Egeland et al. (2006) 50.1 (8.9) 8.7 34 <0.001 3.88 2.30 5.11
Heaton et al. (2004) 55.9 (8.7) �5.0 34 <0.001 �1.92 �2.70 �1.14

Note. FAS total is the total number of words, shown here as demographically adjusted T-scores. Heaton et al. (2004) and Egeland et al. (2006) were compared to
the new regression-based norms using paired samples t-tests. M: mean; SD: standard deviation; t: t-test statistic; df: degrees of freedom; p: p-value; Mdiff: mean
difference; 95% CI: lower and upper confidence interval of the mean difference.
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based on foreign languages. Also, differences in educational
opportunities, socio-economic status, language, and culture
may cause differing estimations of demographics.

In addition to an effect of education, Heaton et al. (2004)
reported that increasing age was associated with lower FAS
performance, accounting for 4% of the variance. In the pre-
sent study, and in the previous Egeland et al. (2006) study,
no significant effects of age on performance were demon-
strated. While some studies report effects of age on phon-
emic fluency measures, the association between increasing
age and worse performance has been debated. Notably,
vocabulary tend to increase with age rather than decrease
(Ben-David et al., 2015; Verhaeghen, 2003). In contrast,
processing speed tends to slow with age (Salthouse, 1996)
and has been linked to age-related structural brain changes
(Van den Heuvel et al., 2006). Consequently, it has been put
forward that reduced processing speed, rather than knowing
fewer words, may account for the observed association
between declining phonemic fluency performance with
increasing age (Elgamal et al., 2011). The study by Egeland
et al. (2006) initially found an age effect, showing that older
participants performed slightly poorer compared to younger
participants on the FAS phonemic fluency test. However,
this effect was eliminated when taking the stronger influence
of education into account. Moreover, their sample included
ages from 16 through 77, putatively allowing for a slight lin-
ear effect of age on performance to be modeled. Similarly,
Heaton et al. (2004) provide linear regression-based norms
from ages 20 through 85 years. The wide age range may in
part explain the modest (4%), albeit significant effects of age
modeled in their sample. In contrast, the present study
included a sample with a narrower age range (40�84 years),
providing a possible explanation for the non-significant age
effect in our sample. While years of education was the only
significant predictor of test performance in our study, these
norms should only be applied to individuals with the same
age range as our normative sample.

In line with most studies of FAS performance (Gladsjo
et al., 1999; Heaton et al., 2004; Rodr�ıguez-Lorenzana et al.,
2020; Tombaugh et al., 1999; Vogel et al., 2020), we did not
find any significant effect of sex on FAS scores. Similarly,
neither Heaton et al. (2004) nor Egeland et al. (2006) found
significant effects of sex. While some studies report that
women perform slightly better than men on the FAS phon-
emic fluency test, possibly caused by stronger verbal abilities
in women (Lezak et al., 2012), the reported effect sizes are
small (Bolla et al., 1990; Cavaco et al., 2013; Loonstra et al.,
2001). Possible sex effects might also be influenced by larger
cultural factors, such as differences in access to education or
socio-economic status. As Norway is regarded as one of the
most gender equal countries in the world (World Economic
Forum, 2019), such cultural factors may be less influential in
a Norwegian sample. Similarly, normative studies from
Denmark and Sweden, who are also ranked highly in terms
of gender equality (World Economic Forum, 2019), fail to
find any effect of sex on FAS scores (Tallberg et al., 2008;
Vogel et al., 2020).

While the Norwegian norms by Egeland et al. (2006)
adjusted for demographics in the independent SCD sample,
mean T-scores were significantly lower compared to the
proposed regression-based norms. These differences were
especially prominent in younger participants with higher
education (Mdiff¼�4.4). According to Egeland et al. (2006),
individuals with more than 15 years of education were
expected to produce 52 (SD¼ 11.2) words in total. However,
participants in this education group in our SCD sample
named 48.8 (SD¼ 9.2) words on average. Although the par-
ticipants in Egeland et al. (2006) are close to the SCD sam-
ple in terms of mean years of education, their sample
included more people in the upper education strata
(>15 years). Thus, the norms’ strictness could be a result of
a larger amount of highly educated individuals in the upper
education stratification in Egeland et al. (2006). Regression-
based norming procedures model the linear effect of educa-
tion on performance for the entire sample and are therefore
less vulnerable to the limitations caused by sample charac-
teristics of sub-group stratifications in discrete norming pro-
cedures. This may explain why the Heaton et al. (2004)
derived T-scores, while not adequately adjusting for demo-
graphics, were similar to the proposed regression norms.
This indicates that the raw-score distribution in the Heaton
et al. (2004) normative sample is likely similar to the healthy
control sample and SCD sample in this study. However, due
to the differences in demographic adjustment between
Heaton et al. (2004) and the proposed norms, differences in
estimated mean T-scores were visible only when comparing
groups split by education and age. Specifically, the Heaton
et al. (2004) derived mean T-scores were slightly lower in
younger individuals (�63 years) with low education (�13)
and slightly higher in older individuals (�64 years) with
high education (�14 years). These differences are likely
caused by overestimating the influence of age in the
Norwegian sample while underestimating the influence
of education.

Interestingly, both Heaton et al. (2004) and the proposed
norms produced mean T-scores about 0.5 SD above the
expected mean normative score (i.e. T¼ 50) (Table 3).
However, this trend toward overestimation of T-scores in
highly educated older adults was not found in the normative
sample which the norms were based on (data not shown).
Thus, this result is likely caused by sample characteristics of
the present SCD sample and is not an artifact of the regres-
sion norming procedure. As the participants in the SCD
sample were screened for cognitive impairment prior to
inclusion in this study, no participant in this group scored
lower than 1.5 SD below the normative mean on the DDI
neuropsychological battery (see methods). While there were
no significant differences between the normative sample and
the SCD sample, sub analyses show that the highly educated
older adults in the SCD sample produce more words than
highly educated older adults in the normative sample (data
not shown). The highly educated older adults in the SCD
sample might therefore represent a group of higher preform-
ing individuals compared to the normative sample, leading
to higher T-scores. Indeed, the generally stricter Egeland
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et al. (2006) norms, developed with conventional discrete
norming procedures, also showed proportionally higher T-
scores in these highly educated and older individuals com-
pared to other age and education strata (Figure 1). However,
as the Egeland et al. (2006) norms are generally stricter, the
increase in scores is less visible compared to the proposed
norms and the Heaton et al. (2004) norms.

The present study is subject to some limitations. The test
instructions used in this study are similar, albeit not identi-
cal to the instructions used by Heaton et al. (2004) or
Egeland et al. (2006). While the instructions used in Egeland
et al. (2006) are very similar to our instructions, they do not
specify its origin. There are no additional constraints in our
instructions compared to Heaton et al. (2004), but the
phrasing is slightly different. Thus, some of the variation
between normative studies may have been influenced by
subtle differences in the test instruction and administration.
Another limitation in this study is the lack of semantic flu-
ency norms. It would be preferable to present norms for
both the FAS phonemic fluency test and the semantic flu-
ency test, as they are often administered together.
Unfortunately, we did not have any data available for the
semantic fluency test. Thus, for a complete evaluation of
patients’ verbal fluency abilities clinicians must combine the
proposed norms with previously published semantic fluency
norms. It is also important to note that the proposed norms
are not superior to the American norms, but that norms
developed for their target population (i.e. American or
Norwegian) may capture pertinent language or cultural fac-
tors that impact test performance. It is therefore preferable
to use local test norms when they are available.

While the exact clinical implications of the new norms
have to be investigated further, the current results indicate
that the proposed norms are better at estimating FAS per-
formance in a Norwegian sample compared to American
norms. To further evaluate the clinical value of the new
norms, future research should focus on participants with
impaired performance, e.g. patients with neurodegenerative
disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease, and frontotemporal
dementia. This would provide valuable insight into the sen-
sitivity of the FAS phonemic fluency norms compared to
the use of foreign norms. Nevertheless, the current study
provides Norwegian clinicians and researchers with locally
adapted test norms and contributes to increased precision in
neuropsychological testing in Norway.

Conclusions

We here propose Norwegian regression-based norms for the
FAS phonemic fluency test for ages 40 through 84 with an
educational range of 8–23 years. While the discrete norms
by Egeland et al. (2006) adjust for pertinent demographic
influences in an independent sample of cognitively healthy
Norwegian adults, they were consistently stricter than the
proposed regression-based norms. This strictness is likely
caused by sample characteristics in the sub-group stratifica-
tions, a potential shortcoming associated with discrete
norming procedures. The norms by Heaton et al. (2004),

while widely used both clinically and in research, do not
accurately adjust for education in a Norwegian sample. The
Heaton et al. (2004) norms are not adapted for use in for-
eign language populations and should therefore be avoided
when evaluating Norwegian patients.
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